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1. INTRODUCTION
Estimating the depth of the stable boundary
layer (SBL) from measurement data has been a
longstanding problem, both because of its
importance for applications and because of its
difficulty. Applications include the depth of dilution
for air quality and emergency response, and as a
scaling depth for numerical weather prediction
(NWP) parameterizations of stable mixing processes.
It is critical to have accurate determinations of SBL
depth h for addressing the issue of what parameters
the SBL depth depends upon.
The fundamental definition of boundary layer
(BL) in general, and SBL specifically, has traditionally
been turbulence based—the BL is a turbulent layer
adjacent to the earth’s surface.
For example,
Lenschow et al. (1988) and Caughey et al. (1979)
used definitions based on where turbulence
quantities drop to a percentage of their surface
values.
Unfortunately, vertical profiles of turbulence
quantities are difficult to measure, so they are not
often available for determining h. An important
question becomes, can h be diagnosed from meanprofile information? Such quantities as aerosol-layer
depth, nocturnal temperature-inversion depth, height
of the LLJ maximum, depth of a strong shear layer,
and many others have all been compared, with
unsatisfactory resolution to the question of which one
produces the best estimate.
For example,
summarizing in 2000, Seibert et al. concluded that
the accuracy limitation for available instrumentation
at the time was about +/- 30 % for SBL depth.
Tucker et al. (2009) proposed a hierarchy of
estimates depending on conditions and data
availability, starting with turbulence-based definitions
for h, and found they could provide accurate values
of h around the clock for many consecutive days,
using data from Doppler lidar.
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Here we use simultaneous high-resolution
profiles of the mean wind speed U(z) and the
2
streamwise velocity variance σu (z) on 5 weakly
stable nights, nights that have strong surface cooling
-1
but also strong LLJ speeds (i.e., exceeding 15 m s
during the night), to estimate SBL depths. The
profiles were obtained by analyzing scan data from
the high-resolution Doppler lidar (HRDL) of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA/ESRL).
2
The variance quantity σu has been shown to be
approximately equivalent to TKE for stable conditions
(Pichugina et al. 2008; Banta et al. 2006). The
profiles are used to assess whether any features of
the mean wind profiles U(z) can be reliably
2
associated with the SBL depth based on σu (z),
which we designate hσ, and if so, under what
conditions? Other questions addressed include, how
often can we get useful, accurate h information from
mean profiles, and can we improve on the 30%
accuracy under some conditions?
To illustrate the evolution of LLJ wind profiles
observed through the night, Figure 1 shows hourlyaveraged profiles of mean wind speed (top) and
direction (bottom) during two strong wind nights from
the Lamar experiment. These profiles were obtained
from conical scans and computed by a modified
velocity-azimuth display (VAD) technique, as
described in Banta et al. (2002).
Wind-direction profiles typically showed
modest veering with height of 10-30° over the subjet
layer and 40-60° in time over ~ 10 h (Figure 1, left,
bottom). For example, over a 10-h period on 15
September the direction profile rotated from ~150 to
200° close to the surface with a near-constant 10-h
difference of 50° from surface up to 800 m. Windspeed profiles that developed under such conditions
in wind direction often showed clear LLJ structure
with decreases in wind speed below and above the
height of the LLJ maximum.
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Figure 1. Hourly profiles of mean wind speed (top
panels) and direction (bottom panels) during two
strong wind nights from the Lamar experiment: 15
(left panels) and 9 (right panels) of September 2003.
On all four panels time is indicated by different
colors.
A few nights from both experiments showed
strong directional variations in time and height, such
as shown for the night of 9 September in the right
bottom panel of Figure 1. The variations in wind
direction during this night were more significant, and
changes in wind direction at some heights were
associated with the development of different shapes
in wind-speed profiles as shown in Figure 1 (top,
right).
Averaging HRDL data over shorter time
intervals (10-min) produces even more variety in U(z)
shapes, some of which were discussed in previous
studies involving HRDL data (Banta et al. 2002,
2006). The selection of wind profiles for this study
was based on certain criteria that excluded some
profiles that did not show LLJ structure. In the
present study, we used all 10-min profile to group
them into 3 different type of shapes, as shown in
Figure 2. (a) Type I: the classic LLJ shape with a
distinct maximum or “nose,” (b) Type II: a uniform or
“flat” profile, and (c) Type III: a profile in which the
shear in the subjet layer (and usually the variance
profile as well) shows a layered structure.

Figure 2. Two examples each of the basic types of
wind-speed
profile
observed
with
HRDL
measurements during the two experiments.
Not included in these types are a few profiles
each night that are not classifiable for some reason,
which may be instrumental, sampling (e.g., short

profiles), or profiles that have a shape that does not
fit any of the type definitions. LLJ evolution on any
given night generally involves changes back and
forth among these three types of profile shape.
Based on this classification of the wind
profiles we evaluate the top of the stable boundary
layer using both streamwise mean-wind and variance
profiles and present results for estimates of 1) hJ, as
the height of the first LLJ wind maximum above the
surface; 2) top of the shear layer h1, as the first zerocrossing or minimum of the wind shear (i.e., of the
gradient or first derivative ∂U/∂z of the wind profile)
below hJ (cf. Balsley et al. 2006; Tucker et al. 2009),
3) top of a sharp decrease or discontinuity in the
shear at some level below hJ as the height h2 of the
first peak negative value above the surface of the
2
2
curvature or second derivative ∂ U/∂z . We contrast
them to the height (hσ) of the minimum in the
variance profile, assuming that this is the top of the
BL. Thus hσ generally represents a level of minimum
to negligible turbulence and turbulent fluxes, which
isolates the rest of the atmosphere from the BL,
corresponding to the turbulence-based definition of
BL height.
2. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
PROCEDURES
Profiles of the streamwise mean-wind
2
component U(z) and the streamwise variance σu (z)
were analyzed from HRDL scan data obtained during
two field projects in the Great Plains of the United
States,
the
Cooperative Atmosphere-Surface
Exchange Study campaign of October 1999 in
southeastern Kansas (CASES-99), and the Lamar
Low-Level Jet Project of September 2003 in
southeastern Colorado.
The procedures for
computing mean wind and turbulence profiles from
HRDL measurements of the radial or line-of-sight
velocity are described in detail by Pichugina et al.
(2008) and Banta et al. (2002, 2006). The profiles
were calculated from the lidar scans using vertical
bin sizes (i.e., vertical resolution) of 1, 5, and 10 m
and over averaging time intervals of 1, 5, and 10 min
(Pichugina et al. 2008). It was also shown that U(z)
profiles are largely independent of the averaging
parameters, although the measured variances were
sensitive to these parameters.
Profile data
presented here are from 10-m bins and 10-min
averages, but results from 5-m binning and 1-min
averaging were similar as will be shown later in
Figure 8.. Other than what was inherent in the
sampling and averaging procedures, no further
vertical smoothing or filtering was applied. In
comparisons with tower-mounted sonic anemometer
data (mean wind and variances) and with sodar data
(for mean wind-speed profiles only), we previously
found excellent agreement between mean-wind
measurements, and also high correlations for the
HRDL-tower turbulence intercomparisons (r = 0.8-
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0.9, with several strong-wind nights having r ~0.9;
see Pichugina et al. 2008), for appropriate averaging
parameters. Such agreement gives us confidence in
both the lidar and the sonic measurements as well as
in the corresponding processing procedures.
3. RESULTS
a. Type I: Jet-nose profile
In the classic LLJ shape, U(z) profiles exhibit
a distinct maximum or “nose,” with U decreasing both
above and below the maximum (Figure 3, red
profiles, right panels).

This figure illustrates a variety of U(z) profiles
even within one group. Corresponding variance, wind
shear or first derivative of U(z), and second
derivative of U(z) or curvature also produce a variety
in shapes. The turbulence depth hσ was determined
2
as the first significant minimum value in the σu
profile (blue, dashed). This value, corresponding
most closely to the fundamental definition of top of
the SBL as marking the depth of the surface-based
turbulent layer, will be taken as the reference value
against which the others will be tested. Diagnostics
from the mean profiles, as previously described,
include hJ the height of the first LLJ maximum or
nose above the surface (which was called ZX in
previous papers); h1 the first zero crossing or
minimum above the surface of the first-derivative or
shear profile (cyan, right); and h2 the first strong
minimum in the curvature or second derivative of the
U profile (magenta, right) above the surface,
representing the first significant peak in the
magnitude of the curvature, which is negative. A
further constraint on h1 and h2 is that they must be at
or below hJ. Table 1 shows that this nose profile is
the most common type of profile overall and on each
individual night, occurring nearly 60% of the time
overall.
In a previous study a number of profiles with
weak negative shear above hJ, such as Figure 3c,
were included in the Type II category (BPB 2006).
But because they have a distinct maximum, we have
handled them differently here by including them in
with the Type I sample.
Table 1. Number NN and (%) of wind-speed profiles
for each study night classified by 3 types. The last
column shows time of HRDL measurements during
each night. Problem profiles, such as short profiles,
were excluded from further analysis.

Figure 3. Example of jet-nose profiles of U(z) shown
in red (left panels) and corresponding profiles of
2
σu (z) (blue lines, right panels), ∂U/∂z (cyan lines, left
2
2
panels), and ∂ U/∂z . (magenta lines, right panels).
Dashed lines show hJ (red), hσ (blue), h1 (cyan), and
h2 (magenta).

The magnitude of the strong shear below the
height hJ of the LLJ nose was observed to be
relatively invariant within each night and from night to
-1
night, with a value of ~0.1 s for CASES-99 (Banta
-1
et al. 2003) and somewhat less (0.08-0.09 s ) during
Lamar-2003 (Banta et al. 2004). The strong subjet
2
shear produced larger values of σu (and TKE) near
the surface (Fig. 3, left panels).
Sometimes
2
enhanced σu was also found in the shear zone
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above hJ (Figure 3 a, e), because the near-neutral
lapse rates there allowed even modest shear to
produce turbulence (BPB 2006). The sharp minimum
2
2
in ∂ U/∂z , marking h2, is clearly evident in the
magenta profiles in the right panels of Figure 3. For
this type of profile, h2 corresponds closely to the
turbulence-based height hσ, as do the nose heights
hJ and the shear heights h1. Thus, for this type of U
2
and σu profile, all three mean-profile diagnostics
work well for determining the depth of the wSBL.
b. Type II: Uniform (flat) profile
In another frequently observed profile shape,
where the wind speed was relatively uniform or “flat”
through a deep layer overlying the layer of strong
surface-based shear (Figures 4 and 2b)..

Although this type of profile may not be
defined as a LLJ in some studies because of the lack
of a distinct nose, for present purposes it qualifies as
a LLJ because it represents an acceleration of the
wind over the late-afternoon well-mixed flow, and
therefore the winds are stronger in this accelerated
layer than at some heights above this layer (e.g., see
solid profile in Figure 2b). Overall this type of profile
was observed more than 10% of the time, but it was
observed in 18% of the profiles on 15 September
2003 (Table 1).
It is evident for this type of profile that the
2
large values of σu were confined to the strong shear
layer adjacent to the surface (Figure 4, right panels).
Turbulence in the weak-shear layer aloft was
mostly negligible (cf. Figure 4c, e), although
occasional transient bursts in this layer could be
seen (e.g., at ~300 m in Figure 4g). Thus, as with the
Type I profiles, hσ clearly corresponds to the first
zero (or minimum) in shear h1, and this altitude also
corresponds to the peak minimum in the U-profile
curvature h2. However, the uniform-velocity layer
aloft was not well mixed as a result of negligible
turbulence in this layer, so weak maxima in U(z)
could appear at any level within this layer (e.g., h1 ~
430 m in Figure 4e). Thus, hJ was not always a
reliable indicator of hσ for this category.
c. Type III: Layered profile

Figure 4. As in Figure 3 but for an examples of
uniform (flat) profile.

Type I and II profiles were characterized by
linear or gently curved U profiles (nearly constant
speed shear), and small directional shear below the
LLJ height for the weakly stable, strong-LLJ
conditions of this study. A number of profiles (22%
overall as listed in Table 1) had a discontinuity or
step in the shear at one or more levels below the LLJ
nose, as shown in Figure 5. The shear above the
step was smaller than the shear below (Figure 5,
2
right panels, cyan line), and σu values were also
larger below the steps (Figure 5, left panels, blue
profiles). In these cases it was often difficult to
2
specify the top of the SBL hσ at all, because σu
values in layers aloft (above the surface-based layer
of stronger turbulence) were often non-negligible,
indicating the continuous existence of turbulence in
the vertical from the surface up through the top of the
shear layers aloft (Figure 5, d,f,k). A substance
released at the surface would be diffused rapidly in
the vertical through the first layer, then more slowly
through the second and subsequent layers aloft.
The issue of which level represents the SBL top thus
depends on the strength of the turbulence in the
upper layers and the time requirement (if any) for
vertical diffusion to qualify as part of the SBL. For
example, many authors have required interaction
with the surface over periods of an hour or less for a
vertical level to be considered part of the SBL (e.g.,
Stull 1988; Beyrich et al. 1997; Seibert et al. 2000).
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Type III structure was often found during
transient periods, for example, as the height of the
LLJ nose moved upward (or downward) in response
to changes in large-scale forcing, as illustrated in
BPB 2006 (Fig. 6 of that paper). However on some
nights, this structure was observed to persist for an
hour (as in Fig 8a) or several hours (as during the
nights of September 6 and 9, Table 1), and thus did
not appear to be a transient structure during these
periods.

presented in scatter diagrams in Figure 6 for two
nights: (a) October 25, 1999 and (b) September 15,
2003.

Figure 6. Scatter plots of hJ (black), h1 (blue), and h2
(red) vs. hσ for the night from each experiment. Solid
lines in both panels (also in tree colors) are linear
regression fit for these scatters.

These plots show very good correlations between h2
and hσ for both nights. On the other hand, the heights
hJ and h1 were significantly higher than hσ in several
cases, mostly when profiles exhibited layered
structure. Such profiles were observed from 0600 to
0700 UTC during the night of 25 October 1999 and
at 0210, 0630, 0700, and 0910-0940 UTC during the
night of 15 September 2003 (also see Figure 8).
Correlation coefficients for all scatter plots in Figure 6
along with equations of the least-squares fit are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Correlation coefficient, slope, and bias for
the relations between hσ and hJ, h1, h2 Statistics are
shown for two strong wind nights: 25 October from
Cases-99 experiment and 15 September form Lamar
experiment.

Figure 5. As in Figure 3 but for an examples of
layered profile.

d. Regression analysis
Each of the three mean-profile diagnostics (hJ,
h1, and h2) was compared with the reference SBL
depth hσ using regression analyses. The results are

The usefulness of these diagnostics depends
on how accurately they estimate hσ. As a measure of
this accuracy, histograms of the magnitude of the
difference between h2 and hσ, normalized by hσ, are
given in Figure 7 for one night from each experiment.
Most of the estimates lie within 10%, and the
standard deviation of the difference is 5%. Thus, for
these nights, the curvature estimate of the SBL depth
h2 was accurate to within 5% of the depth.
Evaluations of the other depth diagnostics and
assessments for the other nights are in progress.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7. Histograms of the normalized absolute
value of the difference between hσ, and h2 computed
for two nights: 25 October 1999 and 15 September
2003. Dotted lines on both plots indicate standard
deviations of this error, which equal approximately
5% in each case.

e. Time-height cross sections
To illustrate the evolution of h and its
relationship to turbulence in the SBL, Figure 8 shows
2
time-height cross sections of σu (z) for the nights
shown in Figures 6,7, based on 1-min profiles of
these quantities. Superimposed on these cross
sections are the 10-min values of each of the SBL
depth estimates, hσ, hJ, h1, and h2. For these cases
it is evident that overall, the h’s tend to cluster at the
top of a surface-based turbulent layer (the SBL) at a
level of minimum turbulence in the vertical.

Figure 8. Time-height cross sections of horizontal
wind variance for the nights of (a) October 25, 1999
and (b) September 15, 2003. The height of the LLJ
wind maximum (hJ) is shown in both panels by black
plus signs: black asterisks and diamonds show h1,
and h2. Red triangles show the height of the
minimum in the variance profile (hσ.). Abscissa: time
in UTC, ordinate: height (m, AGL)

The high temporal and spatial resolution of the
HRDL data allowed investigation of wind-speed and
turbulence conditions in great detail within the stable
boundary layer. Quantities of interest that were
monitored using Doppler lidar included mean LLJ
properties
(speed,
height,
direction)
and
characteristics of the turbulence below the jet,
including estimates of the SBL depth. The detailed
profiles of the streamwise mean-wind component
U(z), which was approximately equal to the mean
2
wind speed, and streamwise variance σu (z), which
was approximately equal to TKE, showed that it was
possible to obtain good estimates of the SBL depth
hσ from the mean profile data ~70% of the time
overall, using the shear-derived estimate h1 or the
curvature-derived estimate h2, and nearly 60% of
the time using hJ.
Given that the data were
discretized at 10-m vertical resolution, the estimates
h1 and h2 were mostly coincident with hσ for Types I
and II profiles, occasionally being off by one
increment. Problem profile shapes accounting for
the other 30% were mostly those having a layered
structure to the shear. Over all of the profile shapes,
h2
performed
best,
with
root-mean-square
departures of ~5% from hσ for the entire sample of
Types I-III.
Thus, under stable conditions, when wind
profiles show clear LLJ structure, all heights hJ, hσ,
h1, and h2 tended to be equal or very close. For the
periods of the late-afternoon (00 - ~03 UTC) and
early-morning (09-12 UTC) transitions, or when
profiles of the mean wind show several maxima or a
discontinuity below hJ, the heights often disagreed.
In these instances the height based on the curvature
of the mean-wind profile h2 was generally better
correlated with the height of the turbulence layer hσ.
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